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BUTTERFLY CARD DIRECTIONS 

 

List of products/tools used: 

Caribbean Island Collection-St Lucia-CED5203 
Build a Butterfly Magnificent –D654 
EC Delicate Hearts Folder – ECF1003 
Canadian Collection: Border, Corner, Tag – CED6202 
Tattered Lace Butterflies –D407 
Sentiment Stamps- CEC703 or SYDMC 
Cardstock-white, pink and dark pink (or other combination) 
Pearls 
Cosmic Shimmer 
3D pads and strips 
2 sided tape 
Black craft ink 
Clear embossing powder 
Heat gun 
Press Boss 
 

Directions: 
1. Cut card base 5” x 7” using the dark pink colour and fold in half. Cut the white front 4.75” x 6.75”. Cut a light 

pink rectangle 4.5” x 5.5”. 
2. Using the outer frame of the St. Lucia Die set (CED5205), cut the shape out of the white card front. 
3. Using the next sized frame (detailed one), cut the shape out of the light pink rectangle. Poke out all the little 

holes as needed. Keep the outside of the cut out shape too. 
4. Using the Build a Butterfly set(TTL D654), cut the two butterfly shapes from a piece of white cardstock. Cut the 

body of the butterfly from a dark pink scrap of cardstock. 
5. Because Cosmic Shimmer takes a while to dry, apply this now to both butterfly shapes with your finger or a 

brush and set aside for later use. 
6. Using the outer tag die of the Border, Corner & Tag die set (CED6202) cut one from the light pink cardstock. 

Using just the circle tag die of the tag die, cut one from white cardstock. 
7. Using the embossing folder (ECF1003), emboss the white card front (with the cut out). 
8. Place the light pink reverse-cut out on the front of the card base, but don’t glue down yet. Place the white 

embossed piece over top of it, to line it up and take a pencil and make a mark of where it should go, so that it 
fits within the white cut out piece. 

9. Glue or tape down the pink outside part onto the dark pink card front, based on where you put your pencil 
mark. Next, glue or tape down the inside part of the light pink cardstock (the main center part). Don’t  glue 
down the outside “fringes”. Using your fingers, fluff the fringes so that they stick out a bit. 

10. Using 3D strips, put them on the edges of the white front piece adhere over the pink front piece. 
11. Using a stamp set that has a small-sized sentiment, stamp the sentiment with black craft ink onto the small 

round oval. Add clear embossing powder and heat with heat gun to emboss. Glue or tape it to outside pink tag. 
Using 3D pads adhere to card front. 
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12. Once the butterfly pieces are dry, use 3D pads or strips to adhere pieces together. Adhere the dark pink “body” 
of the butterfly using 3D pads or glue. Adhere butterfly onto front of card on an angle. 

13. Adhere pearls at each corner of white card front. 
14. For the inside, cut a white cardstock piece to 4.5” x 6.5” and glue or tape to inside. Decorate with Tattered Lace 

butterflies (TTLD407) and pearls as desired. 
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